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WHITE PAPER

I NTRODUCTION
Protecting communities is a difficult mission. To best support justice and public safety,
technology should be designed with security at its core, enabling agencies to focus precious
resources on protecting and serving people. Cloud computing offers key benefits with regard to
cybersecurity, which translates to peace of mind for your agency. The Cloud also provides value
with regard to standards compliance, scalability, ease of use, flexibility, and high availability in
the event of an outage. The ability of the Cloud to meet or enhance your requirements in these
areas allows your agency to focus on its mission, rather than expending your own valuable
resources on labor-intensive IT operations.

N OTHING NEW
Utilizing the Cloud for mission-critical operations is not new, but IDEMIA does recognize that
public safety agencies may have a few lingering concerns around cloud computing, particularly
in the area of security. Some historical context may be helpful in addressing these.
Public cloud computing services have been available since the founding of Amazon Web
Services (AWS) in 2006, and the benefits of the Cloud, including cost efficiency, automation,
security, and resilience, are well established and documented. In the early days of cloud
computing, organizations had concerns about system security outside of their direct control.
Since then, however, major Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) like AWS and Microsoft Azure have
proven their environments to be as secure as on-premises data centers, if not more so.
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In 2011, AWS launched GovCloud, an isolated infrastructure specifically for government
agencies that meets stringent regulatory requirements around security. In 2018, geographically
separated GovCloud East was added to the original western location to ensure availability in the
event of a catastrophic failure.
A growing number of highly regulated
federal agencies including the FBI, the
Department of Homeland Security, the
CIA, the Treasury, the Air Force and
other Department of Defense
components have now launched major
cloud deployments, with the FBI’s
Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) division beginning the process of
migrating systems to the Cloud in 2017.
IDEMIA first deployed its biometric
software in the Cloud in 2014. Since
then, we have gained significant
expertise in how to best leverage the benefits of cloud computing. This expertise led us to
develop a standard operational framework for technology delivery that addresses the concerns
of public safety agencies and minimizes the risks associated with projects of this complexity.
Specifically, this standardized framework offers the distinct advantages of flexible access,
resilience, high availability/disaster recovery, and ease of use. IDEMIA’s fully “cloud-native”
(cloud from the ground up) software as a service (SaaS) solutions alleviate the pain and risk
associated with customer-managed IT infrastructure, operations, and security.

CYBERSECURITY AND C OMPLIANCE
Cloud Service Providers understand that
cybersecurity is a top priority and invest
huge sums of money in the continuous
development of advanced capabilities
and technologies to stay ahead of everevolving security breaches and threats.
Because of their size, major CSPs can
leverage economies of scale in making
premium security tools, talent, and
techniques available to their customers.
The Cloud provides value from a
compliance perspective as well. Because
of the critical role CSPs play in justice
and public security, they are under
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intense scrutiny by entities including the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services Division
(CJIS). Major CSPs therefore maintain a large library of supported certifications and best
practices that help satisfy compliance requirements like those published by CJIS and NIST, and
requirements that are assessed by FedRAMP and StateRAMP fundamentals.
•

FBI CJIS security policy mandates compliance with implementation requirements and
standards in areas including access control, information exchange, and auditing and
accountability by local, state, and federal-level law enforcement agencies that access
and manage data in systems including NGI (Next Generation Identification) system,
NICS (National Instant Criminal Background Check System) and NCIC (the National
Crime Information Center).

•

NIST 800-53 – the National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication
lays out a set of baseline security and privacy standards and guidelines for maintaining
confidentiality, data integrity, and availability.

•

FedRAMP – the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program, established in
2011, is a government-wide program that promotes a standard risk-based approach to
security assessment and on-going monitoring of CSPs. Justice and public safety
agencies will often reference this approach as a requirement of a vendor solution
deployed in the Cloud. FedRAMP issues an Authorization to Operate (ATO) to a
compliant CSP.

IDEMIA’ S A PPROACH TO SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Cloud Service Providers are responsible for the
security “of the Cloud” while giving their
customers (like IDEMIA), services and guidance
on operating security “in the Cloud” (more on
the shared responsibility model here). IDEMIA’s
dedicated professionals are responsible for
processes designed to secure the service using
those industry security guidelines and best
practices outside the purview of CSPs and
specific to our service, as laid out by CJIS, NIST,
and FedRAMP. Our Security Operations team is
equipped with the latest threat monitoring tools for maintaining compliance with security
requirements and providing day-to-day protection of the cloud services we have deployed. The
complementarity of the roles of CSPs and IDEMIA provides peace of mind about whether your
information and work are secure. This synergy equates to security at all levels. We are vigilant
so that our customers don’t have to be.
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SCALABILITY AND AVAILABILITY
Justice and public safety agencies grapple
with the number of separate technologies
required to support their work. Currently,
many public safety agencies are limited in
terms of processing power and the number of
available workstations. In some cases, critical
applications are downloaded to a single user
workstation. This limits the number of users
and therefore the amount of work that can be
performed at once. The Cloud solves this
problem by virtue of its scalability, which
makes it possible for any number of users to
access the software from any type of device
and from any location. The number of servers
needed to run various applications simultaneously scales to meet current demand.
Accessing IDEMIA’s services in the Cloud also ensures availability. CSPs provide for incredible
service availability of between 99.9% and 99.999%. To put this into context, 99.999% availability
is equivalent to a downtime of 5 minutes and 15 seconds per year.
The major CSPs have multiple Geographic Regions and multiple Availability Zones within each
of these regions. Between AWS and Azure, there are a total of 43 Availability Zones in the
United States. Availability Zones are made up of one or more datacenters equipped with
independent power source, cooling, and networking. A reasonable estimate of the number of
servers in a datacenter is a staggering 2,700,000.
IDEMIA leverages this massive scale to ensure that our customers have the systems they need,
where and when they need them. You can trust that your mission won’t be hindered because
availability is built into our cloud solution.
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RESILIENCE AND DISASTER RECOVERY
The scale of the cloud also affords resilience and
disaster recovery in the event of a server failure or
Availability Zone outage. The service will
automatically find the server’s alternate Availability
Zones and even a different Geographic Region in
order to maintain availability. IDEMIA’s design
maximizes resilience by utilizing the CSP backup
solution to perform regularly scheduled full
backups to a different CSP Geographic Region.
This enables organizations to maintain and
restore customer’s data, ensuring business
continuity, and protection against a disaster at the
primary CSP datacenter.

EASE OF U SE AND RESOURCE SAVINGS
At IDEMIA, we designed our cloud solution based on our customer’s needs for flexibility and
intuitive access to our services. Providing greater value to our customers means untethering
system access from the office, and enabling use of the software whenever and wherever
needed, including in the field. A cloud solution makes this flexibility possible.
IDEMIA’s cloud solution is conveniently always up to date. Continuous Integration and
Continuous Delivery (CICD) is a cloud best practice for quickly and seamlessly delivering
updates to our customers. From security patches to new features, our use of the CICD
methodology means there are no
updates to schedule in order to
get access to our latest
technology.
Adopting a Cloud-native solution
means consuming the software
you need as a service. This
service includes the resources
required to manage security and
continuous operations. IDEMIA’s
Security Operations and Cloud
Operations teams use
sophisticated automated
monitoring technologies that
7
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provide notifications of issues so they can be dealt with as quickly as possible, sometimes even
before they become a problem. This approach enables you to focus your resources and
expertise on serving the community rather than on your technology and facility maintenance.

AGILITY
CSPs provide standard components that support faster
development time. These standard components are building
blocks in which basic functionalities such as Compute, Data
Storage, and Networking reside. IDEMIA’s use of these
translates into more efficient and timely enhancements. The
efficiencies gained across our customer base enable us to
be more agile in providing new products that offer value to
our customers.

CONCLUSION
IDEMIA’s proven track record of providing secure cutting-edge technology is based on years of
experience and partnership with state, local, and federal justice and public safety agencies. Our
customers have come to rely on our solutions to perform their mission-critical work. IDEMIA’s
next-generation solution, cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS), offers the significant
advantages of built-in security and compliance, as well as scalability, flexibility, resilience and
ease of use. Accessing IDEMIA’s services in the cloud will allow your agency to focus its
resources on its intended mission: justice and public safety.
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